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Descriptive Inventory  
 
SC 1337 JOHNSTON, Jesse Walter, Sr., 1880-1972 
 
1 folder.  5 items.  1937.  Originals and photocopies. 
 
1999.186.1 
 
 
BIBILOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
SC JOHNSTON, Jesse Walter, Sr.,      1937 
1337  1880-1972    
 
  Journal kept by Jesse W. Johnston, Sebree,  
Webster County, Kentucky, concerning the destructive 
 1937 flood and data about Johnston.  He was minister 
 of the First Baptist Church in Sebree from 1929 to 1944. 
  1 folder.  5 items.  Originals and photocopies 
 (including typescript). 
  1999.186.1 
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